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The link between the edge pedestal and core confinement is a critical research topic for nuclear

fusion. Seeding and fuelling are two techniques that can be employed to tailor pedestal profiles,

improve core confinement and reduce divertor power loads[1]. It has been observed that nitrogen

seeding has no impact on the pedestal in carbon wall machines but it has been shown to improve

plasma confinement on high-Z wall machines[2]. The goal of this work was to study pedestal

pressure and core confinement in seeded and fuelled plasmas on the carbon wall device TCV.

Experiments were carried out using a lower single null plasma with a triangularity of 0.4

and an elongation of 1.6. The plasma current was 210 kA and nominal neutral beam heating of

1 MW was applied. The shape and heating scheme were maintained for a range of additional

fuelling and seeding. Two levels of fuelling and nitrogen seeding were introduced with a flux

over 10x that normally required to maintain constant values.

Thomson Scattering measurements showed an increased ne and reduced Te at the pedestal-

top with no significant increase in electron pressure at the different deuterium fuelling levels.

Conversely, nitrogen seeding decreased the pedestal-top ne whilst increasing Te and once again,

no significant change in pedestal-top electron pressure was observed.

Fuelling and seeding both improved core performance. The ‘medium’ fuelling level increased

the integrated electron pressure profile by 13%. The ‘high’ fuelling level was less effective with

an increase of 5%. Both nitrogen seeding rates increased the integrated electron pressure profile

by approximately 10%. Increases of 10-15% in radiation emission were measured for all seeding

and fuelling cases although changes in input power and diamagnetic loop energy were estimated

to be less than 5%. Further analysis of heat flux profiles and comparison with a transport code

will be presented in this paper.
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